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The Divorced Billionaire Heiress chapter 2411– Private Area 

Of course, it was mainly because Julie made an appointment with Nicole. 

Julie’s TV show had recently ended, so she planned to take a break. 

When Nicole brought Chatty and Fischer to the private room, Julie was taken aback. 

“Why did you bring them here?!” 

Then, Julie smiled and went to kiss them one by one. 

Chatty and Fischer were carrying small school bags. They stood there obediently, but 
their eyes wandered around curiously. 

They felt like they discovered a new world. 

Nicole laughed. “I brought them here to broaden their sighs, otherwise, should her first 
time in a bar be with a stranger when she becomes an adult?” 

She patted Fischer’s head and said, “Bring Chatty with you to do your homework. I’ll get 
you guys some snacks.” 

Fischer nodded and went to a booth with Chatty. 

Seeing this, Julie immediately called her other friends who were supposed to jointhem. 

Then Julie collapsed on the sofa and complained to her. 

“I wanted to let loose…” 

Nicole laughed. “I’ll take you skiing in a couple of days!” 

“Why do you want to go skiing all of a sudden?” 

“I bought my husband a ski resort for his birthday, so we can go there on vacation!” 

The corners of Julie’s mouth twitched. 

“I’m afraid he can’t ski with his injured leg. Aren’t you mocking him with that birthday 
present?” 

There was no guilt on Nicole’s face. 



“He’ll be happy to just see it!” 

Julie was speechless. 

After a while, Chatty walked over and tugged at Nicole’s clothes. 

Chatty said softly, “Mommy, this paper is so difficult… I don’t know how to do it!” 

Nicole took it over and glanced at it. The test paper was in French, which was easy for 
Nicole. 

She felt sorry for Chatty in an instant. 

It would be too troublesome to explain it to Chatty one by one, so Nicole pinched 
Chatty’s little cheek and said, “Mommy knows how to do it, so I’ll help you finish it. But 
I’ll only help you this one time. Next time, you have to write it yourself!” 

Chatty nodded immediately. 

Nicole finished the paper in less than ten minutes. 

Fischer naturally got the same treatment. 

After a while, the waiter brought over some snacks and fruit. 

Another person came in behind the waiter. 

“Ms. Stanton, long time no see!” 

When Selena heard that Nicole was upstairs, she went over to say hello. 

Nicole and Julie laughed. 

“I heard that you encountered some troubles a few days ago. Have you solved it now?” 

“Yeah, I’m fine.” 

Selena smiled and looked at the two children who were doing their homework on the 
sofa. Her eyes lit up. 

“Is this your daughter? She’s so cute! Is this your son?” 

Nicole smiled. “No, but he’s pretty much like my son. I already had a prior appointment 
with someone, but I couldn’t leave the kids at home, so I brought them along.” 

“There’s a children’s play area upstairs. Why don’t we go upstairs?” 



Selena suggested and added with a smile, “We can get someone else to join us for a 
round of poker as well!” 

Nicole raised her eyebrows and exchanged a glance with Julie. 

“Sure!” 

Nicole could feel the difference in Selena after seeing her again. 

Compared to before, Selena was a little more carefree and relaxed. It was as if the 
heavy burden on her shoulders had been lifted. 

Half of the area upstairs was not open to the public. It was Selena’s private area. 

However, there were many toy cars, drum kits, and even guitars and electronic 
keyboards for children on the other half of the floor. 

Chatty and Fischer were so happy that they jumped up and cheered when they saw 
this. 

Nicole was a little surprised and did not speak for a while. 

“You have these in the bar? That’s very kid-friendly of you…” 

Selena smiled and raised her eyebrows. 

“When I bought the bar, I found these in the corner. I saw that most of these were still 
usable, so I didn’t throw them away and put them here as a display…” 

Fischer started to play the drums. He looked very excited. 

Although the music downstairs was so deafening that it completely drowned out the 
sound upstairs, it allowed the kids to make noise unscrupulously. 

Selena asked the waiter to go down and get the manager to play poker with them. 

Unexpectedly, the manager did not show up. 

Instead, Cindy, who Selena did not want to see, appeared. 

After Cindy went upstairs, she looked at the surroundings with an aloof attitude. 

When she saw Nicole and Julie talking to Selena, her face froze. 

Selena frowned and looked annoyed. 



“Who told you to come upstairs? This is a private area, so outsiders aren’t allowed to 
enter without permission. Can’t you read the sign outside?” 

Selena pointed to the sign hanging outside. 

Cindy just wanted to see how Selena had the energy to reopen the bar so soon. 

Selena was in trouble herself, but she still opened the bar on the first day she was 
released. 

How resilient! 

Cindy thought there would not be many customers. 

Of course, Cindy also came here to talk to Selena about Eric. 

After all, Selena made Cindy look bad in front of Eric many times. 

Cindy did not expect Selena to have such a good relationship with Nicole. 

Suddenly, Cindy panicked. 

Who in the circle did not know how Eric felt about Nicole? 

If Nicole was not married and did not have a kid, Eric would still be pursuing her. 

No one could have a shot with Eric then. 

Cindy’s originally stiff expression gradually eased. 

“I didn’t expect Ms. Stanton and Ms. Nixon to also be here. What a coincidence!” 

Cindy ignored Selena’s anger and went to greet Nicole and Julie. 

She was not dumb. The Stanton family was the most influential in the elite circle. 

If Cindy offended Nicole, the Yeagers would not be able to survive in the circle. 

Compared to Nicole, Cindy was just a small fry. 

Cindy turned to look at Selena again and calmly explained, “I wanted to come and have 
a look, speaking of which, I haven’t been to the bar for a long time. I didn’t expect your 
place to be so unique! No wonder the business has been great since you bought the 
bar!” 

Selena tilted her head. Her eyes were cold. 



She looked at Cindy with a fake smile and said, ‘You didn’t answer my question. I asked 
you, who allowed you to come up here?” 

Cindy’s smile faded. She glanced at Nicole and Julie, who were watching the 
development of the situation, and took a deep breath. 

“I came to see you. I heard from your waiter that you were upstairs. 

Although I came here uninvited, I’m still a customer. You can’t just kick me out, can 
you?” 

Selena rolled her eyes and snorted softly. 

She did not want to talk to Cindy, but she would not kick this “queen” out either. 

Cindy looked at the poker table in front of them, thought about it, walked over, and 
smiled. 

“Why don’t I join you guys?” 

Nicole looked at Selena, who raised her eyebrows. 

“Fine.” 

Cindy was surprised that Selena agreed. However, she thought that Selena had too 
much confidence in her poker skills. 

Nicole smiled. “As long as you don’t mind, Ms. Yeager.” 

Cindy suppressed the excitement on her face and walked over to sit down. 

“It’s a surprise that Ms. Stanton and Ms. Nixon came here for entertainment. Are you 
two very familiar with Ms. Nelson?” 

Everyone hated Cindy’s habit of inquiring into their private affairs. 

It seemed like Cindy had ulterior motives. 
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